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I. INTROZUCTIOl? 

The foilowing discussion outiines the work done and results obtained at 

Stanford University in the development of a high power S-band klystron tube. 

The klystron is permanent magnet focused and is designed specifically to 

provide the rf power necessary for the two-miie linear electron accelerator 

now under construction at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center under con- 

tract with the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. The work reported has been 

done in paraliel with industrial developm,,. e't and procurement of klystrons 

for the Stanford machine. 

The accelerator is designed to very strict specifications from the stand- 

point of energy spread, and must in addition be capabie of supplying this 

well defined beam over an energy range of from 10 to 2G GeV. 'itie limitations 

of energy spread correspond in turn to a to:al phase shift stability of six 

electrycal degrees at each of the 960 feed noints to the accelerator.'- The 

beam energy specified can be obtained from 2kO klystrons, each with power 

output ranging from six to 24 megawatts approximateiy and each with its out- 

put power divided among four succes;ive feed points. The acceierator also 

requires that the klystron output must be stable both in ampiltude and :n 

phase over a wide range of beam voltages. The accelerator is planned so 

that the energy could be increased ;.n the future to 40 GeV by installation 

of a totai of 960 klystrons having the same specifications as those present- 

ly used. 

As a result of the above considerations, the klystron objective specifica- 

tions were established as follows: 
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Operating frequency 2856 MC Beam voitage 250 kv map 

RF pulse width 2.5 psec Microperveance 2.0 nominal 

Repetition rate L 60-360 pp. : Peak power drive 240 watts max 

Peak power output 24 MW min. Gain 50 dB min 

Phase moduiation: lo maximum due to heater hum; 

8’ maximum per $ of beam voitage variation; 

lo maximum due to any other cause. 

NoLse: - 40 d.B in 1 MC band up to 5000 MC; 

- 25 dB in 1 MC band over 5000 MC. 

In addition, it was decided to use permanent magnet focusing because of 

the great simplification in machine operation introduced by the elimination 

of the 240 focusing coils, focusing supplies, water interlocks, etc., which 

TJould have been required for eiectromagnetic focusing. Both the tubes which 

have been built at Stanford and those which are being obtained from industry 

are designed to the above specifications, with the single exception that tubes 

will be acceptable if power outputs are some. --*-hat less than that of the objec- 

tive specifications. A cross section of one of these klystrons, housed in 

its permanent magnet, is shown in Fig. 1. 

This paper will show that although the peak power design objective has 

not yet been achieved, it is possible to produce in excess of 20 megawatts 

of power at efficiencies of approximately 35 percent and with gain in excess 

of 50 dB without introducing any tube insta-cilities which would be detrimental 

to operation of the accelerator. The following design points will be c-on- 

sidered: (1) electron gun, (2) interaction space, (3) collector, (4)outputwindow, 
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(3) permanent magnet. Discussions of some cf the initial experimental dif- 

ficulties and test results of some of the latest tubes built at Stanford and 

tested in permanent magnets will then be given. 

II. DEIGN ~ONSIBERWIONS _j 

A. Electron Gun 

The gun initially used in Stanford's kiysyL L7on was one designed by J. 

Picquendar of CFTH.2y3 This gun 'das designed as a field-free gun, but tcok 

advantage of the fringing field to reduce the diameter of the beam before it 

entered the anode hole. Although results with this gun design were in general 

satisfactory, some problems were encountered Yhich made it desirable to design 

an electron gun specifically for use with the Stanford klystron. 

The new gun was designed by following Pi?rce's theory, with the intrc- 

duction of an additional correction factor :c compensate for the presence of 

a large anode hole. The design of electrode s‘rapes was carried out in an 

electrolytic tank, after which the gun was anal:;zed on an IBM 7090 computer, 

where Laplace's and Poisson's equations were solved simultaneously. The electro- 

statically focused minimum beam diameter is approximately 0.9 inch. After 

the beam passes through the magnetic pie cl~:?, the beam diameter converges 

to approximately 0.8 inch. It r4as also fcund experimentally that this gun 

operates extremely well under partially conflred flow conditions, and that 

some of the permanent magnets which we have pr: cured exhibit the proper field 

shape in the gun region for partially confined flow operation. 
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B. Interaction Space Designs 

With the beam diameter-given at 0.8 inch, a drift tube- diameter of l-l/8 

inches was chosen as a compromise between optimu;r, coupling and low interception. 

The conventionai plasma theory for operation at 250 kV with a microperveance 

of 2 gives, for these conditions, a reduced PiaSIEa frequency of 160 X lo6 cps 

or a reduced plasma wavelength of 55 inches. The normalized drift tube and 

beam radii are y, = 0.775 and yb = 0.551. Optimizing gain and efficiency 

would require a total interaction length of between 20 and 24 inches. .However, 

the condition of permanent magnet cperation requires a compromise in length 

because it is not possible to obtain magnets wi 'th substantially uniform and 

adequately high fields over the desired length. 

Computation indicated that by using a total :I‘ five cavities spaced apart 

approximately 3-l/2 inches or 23 degrees (reducel; plasma), the small signal 

gain-should exceed 70 dB if all cavities are tuned synchronously and 60 dT3 

with the penultimate cavity detuned for optimlAm e5':iciency. The total length 

gap-to-gap under these conditions is 14 inches, ar.i practical permanent magnets 

to focus the beam adequately under these conditicrs are available. 

Because of the small drift distances bet.weer cavities, there was the 

potential problem cf coupling at higher -order mode frequencies within each 

cavity. Hence the cavities were made internally :,:Ith different aspect ratios 

to avoid oscillations caused by drift tube ccu?llr, at frequencies of the 

second or third resonant mode of the cavity. Subsequent tests showedhigher 

order mode oscillations to be still present in the tube, but it was found 

that these were caused by a TM 
12 

type mode, which :an be eliminated by making 

the cavities asymmetrical (different nose length). 
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C. Collector Design 

The design of a collector for operation with permanent magnet focusing 

required some special attention.because of the high stray magnetic fields 

" . existing in the collector region. Because of the focusing caused by these 

. . 
stray fields, it was desirable to reduce the collector diameter below what 

would normally be called optimum for normal electromagnet operation. In 

addition, focusing of secondary electrons by this stray field might also have 

klystron. 

D. Output Window 

ists of a thin AlaO diskbrazed in a short sect The output window cons 

caused unwanted reactions with the main beam in the output section of the 

ion of 

circular waveguide with abrupt transitions 1. 'nto the rectangular S-band wave- 

guide. Parameters for this window were chosen to give maximum bandwidth and 

low VSWR. The ghost modes in the S-band frecl_-ency range are at 2768 + 5 MC 

and 3620 + 5 MC. The VSWR of this window is below 1.1 between these ghost - 

modes and drops to between 1.02 and 1.04 at ;‘ce operating frequency (2856 MC). 

Because one of the more likely sources .o:I' failure of high power klystrons 

is the window, it was decided to connect the -.:indow to the tube by use of all- 

metal demountable, copper-to-stainless-steel seals, so that replacement cf the 

window in case of failure could be performed -.;ithout the necessity of machin- 

ing on the tube. At the present time the windows are titanium-coated; the 

results of this coating are described more f5. ly in another paper at this 

conference.* 
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E. Fermanent Magnet 

The magnets used to focus the Stanford klystron are barrel shaped and are 

designed for a gap length of 16-1/2 inches with an inside diameter of approx- 

imately 8-i/2 inches, which provides space both for insertion of lead shield- 

ing and for easy removal of the tube from the magnet. The maximum outside dia- 

meter is approximately 18 iriches, and the total weight is nearly 800 pounds. 

The typical reversal of the magnetic field on either end of the magnetic 

barrel was a problem in designing the magnets, because the gun design requires 

a reasonably accurate field shape in the gun region. Field shaping has been 

accomplished by using a magnetic shield to reduce the reverse field and in- 

corporating a series of bar magnets in the gun area. These bar magnets are 

polarized in the same direction as the main field to compensate for the inverse 

field remaining in spite of the shield. by care211 adjustment of the location 

and number of these bar magnets, the desired field for proper electronic 

forming can be obtained. 

One of the main potential problems remaining with permanent magnets 

beam 

is 

that of cross or transverse magnetic fields. The transverse fields can be 

reduced by very careful magnetizing, or by magre;ic shunts which consist of 

either thin magnetic plates normal to t'ne main fLeld axis or of thin steel 

cylinders coaxial to the main field axis. ?3ven so, it is still possible to 
. 

produce permanent transverse fields in an initially well behaved magnet by 

local demagnetization on the surface caused by ccntact of magnetic objects with 

_ the side of the magnet. The magnet can usually be restored to proper operating 

condition by judicious location of small magnetic pieces around the pole plates. 
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III. PERFORMANCE TESTS 

As a standard test procedure, all klystrcns built at Stanford are given 

an initial test in an electromagnet prior to the final test in one of several 

permanent magnet structures. This allows complete and thorough analysis and 

comparison of the klystron behavior under different magnetic focusing conditions 

during these tests, in addition to monitoring beam voltage, current, and rf 

output power (both by crystal detector and calorimetrically), probes were used 

to monitor the drive power and reflected drive, and to pick up any unwanted 

radiated signals in the pulse transformer tank. 

Tests on tubes using the Ficquendar gun In general showed gain substan- 

tially as computed, but efficiencies not much higher than 30 percent. In addi- 

- tion, some gun oscillations were detected, _ carticularly after the anode housing 

had beenlengthenedto permit better field sha_ring in permanent magnet operation. 

However, a return to the shorter anode housing would not fully eliminate the 

osdillations, although the improved loading t2tween the cathode and anode re- 

gion and the pulse transformer tank tended 5: decrease the oscillation ar.pli- 

tude. During many experiments, it was disc,. ---<red that the voltage range Iunder 

which oscillations were observed is dependen: upon the heater power applied to 

the cathode, even if the tube is not experiezzing temperature limitation. 

Typical plots of oscillation tendenoy versus rester power are given in Fig. 2. 

Other problems encountered in tubes buL1: originally included the 

following. 

1. If the anode drift tube is not long enough, there is coupling from 

the input cavity to the anode-cathode housing, which may result in unwanled 



i modulation and variations in performance of the kbes as a function of drive 

and beam voltage. In our latest design the anode drift distance has been 

increased to prevent such coupling. 

2. As mentioned previously, a s-mode tse oscillation can be excited by 

the beam in a single cavity; it has been necessary to offset the gap in all 

cavities to prevent this oscillation from occ7zring. The frequency of oscil- 

lation is close to the second mode (TMia tflej cl the cavity. Another methcd 

to eliminate the oscillation is to introduce lossy pins into the cavit,y, which 

decrease the Q in the unwanted mode of operatlcn. 

3. Collector oscillations can exist because of the ability of the col- 

lector and drift tubes to propagate waves above the cutoff frequency corres- 

ponding to their diameter. As a result, there car. be regeneration of the 

cavity oscillation mode described previously. Eeuever, it was found possible 

to change the phase of the reflected waves to tk cavity, and thus to eliminate 

the oscillations, by adjusting collector length. 

4. Some high voltage bushing punctures were initially experienced. 

Careful redesign of the corona ring and of the cerhode support posts resulted 

in a more-even field distribution along the leng:? of the ceramic, and the 

punctures no longer appear to be a serious prob:lor. With the present design 

the equipotential lines intersect t;e ceramic at an angle of close to 90" in 

the area of highest field stresses. 

As explained previously, a gun was designed at Stanford specifically for 

- operation with these tubes, and the performance 3s been in general extremely 

satisfactory with the new gun. Approximately 13 Tubes have been built using 

the Stanford gun design, and none have exhibited gun oscillations. The overall 
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performance of the last six tubes built Hith this gun indicate that the micro- 
i 

perveance is between 1.8 and 2.0. Even with a microperveance of 1.8, the power 

output from these tubes, focused by either electromagnet or permanent magnet, 

A _ has exceeded 19 megawatts at 250 kV; when the microperveance approaches 2, power 

output in excess of 21 megawatts with perman,.- apt, magnet focusing has been ob- 

served at 250 kV. As presently designed, the tubes offer another important 

advantage for operation in accelerators: The saturation drive varies only 

approximately 1 dB over the whole voltage range from 150 to 250 kV; as a re- 

sult, the tube is always operating near the maximum efficiency corresponding 

to any beam voltage without the drive having to be varied. (The accelerator 

will probably operate with constant drive to the klystrons.) Typical curves 

of performance with the Stanford gun and magnetic field plots for optimum 

- electromagnet and typical permanent magnet focusing are given in Figs. 3, 4, 

and 5. 

Iv. CONCLUSICGS 

At the present time Stanford has develc?, 7-d and built klystrons w'hich meet 

the specifications of 12 MW peak power output at 200 kV and 21 Mw at 250 kV 

wit-h over 50 dl3 gain, with the stability re c;ired for accelerator operation. 

These klystrons are interchangeable in the ae-manent magnets supplied. Figure 6 

is a photograph of such a klystron Assembled to the pulse transformer tank and 

installed on the support beam as it would be In operation of the accelerator. 

Additional work is now in progress to fzther improve the performance of 

these klystrons and to achieve over 24 MW of ?eak power output. Effective 

lengthening of the interaction space appears possible and should theoretically 

result in improved efficiency. Special out~)~:t circuits are also under consider- 

ation. 
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